STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated,
multi-platinum selling recording artist,
composer, researcher, author and pioneering
sound healer. For over 40 years, he has
promoted the healing powers of music
for personal and spiritual growth through
his compositions, writings and media
appearances.
Halpern has produced over 95 recordings,
including the Grammy® nominated
Deep Alpha. His albums are used in yoga
classes, massage therapy centers, destination spas,
hospices, schools, and corporate wellness centers.
He has been a student of yoga since 1967, and has
studied with Charles Muir, Swami Satchidananda and
Lilias Folan, all of whom recommend Steven’s music for
yoga practice and meditation.
Steven Halpern, Ph.D., is the author of Sound Health
(Harper & Row, 1985), Tuning the Human Instrument
(1977), and a free monthly newsletter since 1985.
“One of the 12 most influential artists of the past 20 years…
Steven Halpern is the first—and—definitive New Age keyboardist.”
— Keyboard magazine, 1995 profile
Visit StevenHalpern.com for audiophile samples of his music,
free sound healing newsletter, and video links.

OM and the Sacred Sound Spiritual Tradition
According to the most ancient spiritual traditions of India dating
back over 25,000 years, OM is the “soundless sound” made by the
primordial vibration of the universe. It is considered the basic
harmonic building block of our three-dimensional world. Many
leading astrophysicists now agree that perhaps it is the sound of
interstellar hydrogen atoms.
OM is a mantra or non-denominational prayer in itself.
OM is made up of three Sanskrit letters, aa, au, and ma. When these
sacred seed syllables are combined, they make the sound Aum or OM.

When you chant, you can feel different parts of your head resonate
as you shift from the O sound in your vocal cavity to the mmm
sound with your lips closed.
When you listen to OMs, you resonate your biofield with beneficial
harmonics—and that’s a good thing.

Give (Inner) Peace a Chants
Simply listening to the sounds on this recording will strengthen
your attunement and connection with Source. You’ll feel the buzz
even more profoundly when you chant along.

Why OM ZONE 432 Hz is Unique
For millennia, people have chanted this mantra to enhance
attunement with the quantum field in meditation and yoga practice.
Unlike most albums, rather than tuned to the standard pitch of
a modern orchestra (A=440 Hz), this album is tuned to a harmonic
of the Earth’s fundamental harmonic frequency (the Schumann
resonance) of approximately 8 cycles per second, or 8 Hertz (Hz).
We cannot hear below 20 Hz, so we must raise this frequency up
several octaves, which will include the middle C we all know and
love. The A=440 Hz note relates to C=261 Hz. A=432 relates to C-256
(8-16-32-64-128-256-512)
OM ZONE 432 Hz began as a personal research experiment. I had
listened to a number of other recordings retuned to 432 Hz, but
truthfully, did not notice a significant difference.
By the way, it’s much easier to chant at a slightly lower pitch than
to retune a grand piano to 432 Hz. In fact, it might explode!
Would chanting, recording and then surrounding myself in an
hour of OM tuned to 432 Hz feel different than standard tuning?
Well, much to my surprise and delight, I’m here to tell you the
answer is…YES!
I invite you to experience the difference for yourself.
For one of the best sites to read more background and hear
samples of 432, visit: Omega432.com

My Intention in Producing this Recording
My intention in producing this recording is to create an uplifting
meditative soundscape that can be listened to as background, or as a
‘spiritual karaoke’ soundtrack, a virtual yoga choir that supports you
in chanting OM or other mantras. (Most people find that chanting
by oneself can get somewhat boring fairly quickly.) OM ZONE 432 Hz
includes stellar solo performances by special guest Silvia Nakkach, as
well as my duets with Silvia and Melissa Phillippe. Each track offers
either more ambient or more ‘musical performance’ options.

The Evolution of OM Zone 432 Hz
This recording evolved over ten years. I began by recording all the
voices myself to be a virtual OM choir. I invited Melissa Phillippe,
who is featured on my album DEJA-BLUES, to improvise on top of the
choir.
Two years later, I added another male and female voice to the choir.
After connecting with Silvia Nakkach at a sound healing conference, I
invited her to add her own improvisations for greater variety on
In the OM ZONE 2.0.
Two years after that, I produced OM GROOVES. Hearing Melissa’s
melodies float over the undulating rhythms of the Middle Eastern
dumbek, I was inspired to get up out of my seat and sing along.
Without warming up, I stepped up to the mic in the studio and
recorded my best ever harmonic overtone chanting.
During the mixdown session, when I muted the drum, I loved the
way our voices answered each other. I knew that our duet had to be
included on this album.
But the most magical track on this album occurred by ‘accident.’

Serendipity, or a Gift from the Universe?
When my engineer and I were mixing down Silvia’s solo improv
overlaid with the drum, we suddenly heard another voice that was
not on the track.
It was my voice, perfectly in sync with her performance…even
though I had not listened to her track at all. As we figured out, my
recording software indicated it was muted (silent). I would never
have even thought of combining our two tracks.

So imagine our surprise when the entire track sync’d up perfectly,
melodically, and in tune.
The odds of that…astronomical. It was totally unplanned and
unexpected. We both got the intuitive message that this was being
divinely orchestrated.
And it’s in that spirit that I share it with you as the first track on the
album.

Mantras and Chants Didn’t Come About by Chance —
OM, Sri Yantra and Cymatics
The Cymatics research of Dr. Hans Jenny demonstrate that when
OM is chanted into a steel plate or drum head covered with sand, the
sand arranges itself into a geometric image of interlacing triangles.
This image is universally known as the Sri Yantra.
Visit: CymaticSource.com to learn more.
Visit: PillaiCenter.com for links to YouTube videos on this and many
other mantras.
Watch my own cymatic video after recording OM inside the Great
Pyramid: youtu.be/Yw13EAX3cZk
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Tibetan singing bowls
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Silvia Nakkach: lead vocals
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Shanin Jones: vocal choir
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Warren Dennis Kahn: vocal choir

Music for Yoga

Om Grooves

Singing Bowls

Crystal Bowl Healing 2.0
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Sound Healing

Mindful Piano

Deep Alpha 2.0
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Melissa Phillippe is a professional singer-songwriter
who has opened for Jerry Garcia and Kenny Loggins.
She now has a musical ministry as a licensed
Professional Practitioner with the United Centers for
Spiritual Living. She has 13 albums of original songs,
chants and meditations. MelissaPhillippe.com
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Silvia Nakkach is a Grammy® nominated composer
and chant master. She has dozens of albums that
transport the listener into the heart of devotion.
She is on the faculty of California Institute of Integral
Studies (CIIS) and the founder of Vox Mundi School
of the Voice. SilviaNakkach.com
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Gifts of the Angels
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Recording Engineer: Warren Kahn
Recorded at Banquet Studios, Sebastopol, CA
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All Rights Reserved. Copying more than one song from this CD for friends is
prohibited by Federal and karmic law. We thank you for your integrity and support.

Surround yourself in the cosmic ambience
of the primordial universal mantra.
Ideal for meditating and chanting at home or yoga class.
According to the ancient spiritual traditions of India, OM is the primordial vibration, the
inaudible vibrational foundation of the universe.
For millennia, people have chanted this mantra in meditation to enhance their attunement
with the fundamental harmonic vibration of the Earth.
Unlike most music, which is tuned to A=440 Hertz (Hz), this recording is tuned a bit lower,
to A=432 Hz. This is a harmonic of the Schumann resonance, and deepens the uplifting
effects of the album. Many people can feel the subtle but significant difference immediately.
Om Zone 432 Hz makes it easy for you to align body, mind and spirit with these uplifting
vibrations. You may choose to listen at low volume as you meditate. The music creates a
resonant sound field that instantly resonates cells and consciousness.
At a louder volume, Om Zone 432 Hz becomes your personal OM choir, making it easier and
more fun to chant at home, when you can’t get to a yoga class.
The heartfelt solo improvisations by Grammy® nominated chant master Silvia Nakkach and
singer-songwriter Melissa Phillippe will inspire and delight, and they join Steven for magical
duets as well.
Steven Halpern is a Grammy®
nominated recording artist and
pioneering sound healer who
has practiced yoga since 1967.
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